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Mathmatix is an animated 2D and
3D expression graphing
calculator. This application has
been created to explore how to
write software that interprets
mathematical expressions written
by a user. Creating the expression
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parsing and calculation engines
gave me a chance to use some of
what I have learned from the
compilers course that I have
taken at Michigan State. This
project was also a good exercise
in working with design patterns.
One especially useful pattern
incorporated into this application
is the composite pattern.
Mathmatix uses a composite
made up of expression elements
for storing, manipulating, and
processing calculation trees.
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Rendering speed and quality may
vary greatly depending on what
type of 3D-accelleration
hardware you have installed on
your system. Mathmatix
Description: Mathmatix is an
animated 2D and 3D expression
graphing calculator. This
application has been created to
explore how to write software
that interprets mathematical
expressions written by a user.
Creating the expression parsing
and calculation engines gave me a
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chance to use some of what I
have learned from the compilers
course that I have taken at
Michigan State. This project was
also a good exercise in working
with design patterns. One
especially useful pattern
incorporated into this application
is the composite pattern.
Mathmatix uses a composite
made up of expression elements
for storing, manipulating, and
processing calculation trees. It
may look complicated but it's not:
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Mathmatix is an animated 2D and
3D expression graphing
calculator. This application has
been created to explore how to
write software that interprets
mathematical expressions written
by a user. Creating the expression
parsing and calculation engines
gave me a chance to use some of
what I have learned from the
compilers course that I have
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taken at Michigan State. This
project was also a good exercise
in working with design patterns.
One especially useful pattern
incorporated into this application
is the composite pattern.
Mathmatix uses a composite
made up of expression elements
for storing, manipulating, and
processing calculation trees.
Rendering speed and quality may
vary greatly depending on what
type of 3D-accelleration
hardware you have installed on
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your system. Mathematical
Expression Graphing Calculator
Well, to answer the question it
depends on whether I will have to
render 3D or 2D. I am not sure
yet, I have some work to do on
this. However, I have had some
time to work on the concept of
the calculator application that will
be written, with Mathmatix. So
there are 5 screenshots and a
video of what it will look like. As
you can see it is much more
simple than what I showed in the
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introductory video. Mathmatix
Interactive Tutorial Mathmatix is
a 2D and 3D expression graphing
calculator. This application has
been created to explore how to
write software that interprets
mathematical expressions written
by a user. Creating the expression
parsing and calculation engines
gave me a chance to use some of
what I have learned from the
compilers course that I have
taken at Michigan State. This
project was also a good exercise
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in working with design patterns.
One especially useful pattern
incorporated into this application
is the composite pattern.
Mathmatix uses a composite
made up of expression elements
for storing, manipulating, and
processing calculation trees. Visit
us at or subscribe to our
newsletter published: 15 Jul 2014
mathmatix - Interactive Tutorial
Well, to answer the question it
depends on whether I will have to
render 3D or 2D. I am not sure
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yet, I have some work to do on
this. However, I have had some
time to work on the concept of
the calculator application that
09e8f5149f
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Mathmatix 1.0 is a mathematical
expression graphing calculator
that allows the user to enter, plot,
manipulate, save, and view
mathematical expressions.
Additionally, Mathmatix provides
the user with numerous ways to
optimize the speed of mathmatixs
calculations. Examples: • If the
user enters a small number of
complex mathematical
expressions, Mathmatix may
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perform calculations in its preallocated memory rather than on
a temporary basis in the memory
of the operating system. •
Dividing a set of mathematical
expressions may be more
efficient if the same expression
tree is used for every division. •
Check to see if, given an
expression tree, it is possible to
perform a more efficient
calculation on the intermediate
results, rather than calculating the
entire expression every time. For
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example, it would be possible to
save the (x+5)^2 and (x^2+5)^4
for later multiplication. • The
wsjt() function may be used to
obtain complex portions of an
expression tree that require
recursion. Mathmatix was created
by Mike G. McVey in December
of 2006, and was later accepted
into the Google Summer of Code
2007 program. Mathmatix is
currently in the stage of
development that is the beta
release. It is still in need of many
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improvements. Please contact
Mike G. McVey at Mike.G.McVe
y@MississippiStateUniversity.ed
u. Download Mathmatix. The
directory which contains the code
contains two files.
mathmatix.cpp, and mathmatix.h.
The mathmatix.cpp file contains
the implementation of the
calculator. The mathmatix.h file
contains the declarations of the
functions which are to be
implemented in the calculator.
Steps to building and executing
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the application: (note: eclipse was
used to build and run this
application. If you would like to
build and run this application
yourself you will need a compiler.
If you do not have a compiler,
please contact me for instructions
on obtaining a compiler) Start a
command line in eclipse using
Window->Run->Run
Configurations and select the
Mathmatix Application from the
navigation tree. You will need to
provide values for the Arguments.
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In the Arguments tab, add the
following arguments to the
Command line: mathmatix.exe
-editor -q -n -s The calculator will
then parse and calculate your
expressions when you enter them
into the virtual keyboard.
What's New in the Mathmatix?

This program uses OpenGL for
rendering, but it has not been
optimized for high performance
in this area. The code in this
application has been optimised to
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work well on most computers.
Mathmatix uses a combination of
OpenGL and DirectX as well as
several other rendering and
programming tools. To see how
Mathmatix looks on your system
you can visit the Mathmatix web
site on the World Wide Web:
Mathmatix Requirements:
Operating System: Any operating
system that supports OpenGL is
fine. Windows 98, Windows
2000, Windows XP and Windows
Server 2003 are the only
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operating systems tested.
Software Types: Mathmatix uses
many different software types in
the process of rendering a
mathematical expression. These
software types are explained
below. Mathmatix Software
Types Graphic Modes: OpenGL
mode is the default mode.
DirectX mode is used if there is
no OpenGL mode. The DirectX
mode is also used when you run
Mathmatix with a graphics card
that can only support DirectX.
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Paths: Mathmatix uses a Path
object for storing and
manipulating a sequence of short
points. A Path can be created
from a segmented line or from a
bezier curve. Short points can be
added to a Path. A Path can also
be made up of multiple Paths.
Curves: A Path object is also used
for storing and manipulating
Bezier curves. Bezier curves can
be modified with Bezier control
points. Bezier curves can also be
made up of multiple Bezier
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curves. Mathmatix Calculation
Engines: Mathmatix has several
calculation engines. Two of these
engines use a "standard" data
structure to represent numbers.
Trigonometry Engine: A
trigonometry engine is a single
variable, single precision floating
point formula that calculates
trigonometric functions. The
trigonometry engine is used to
calculate and plot graphs of sines,
cosines, tangents, secants and
cosecants. Differential Engine: A
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different engine is used to
calculate differentials (or
difference quotients) of functions
and derivatives of functions. It
also represents the derivatives of
polynomials and calculates the
coefficients of polynomial
division. Graph Engine: A graph
engine is used to calculate and
plot graphs of polynomial
functions. Operations Engine: An
operations engine stores
mathematical expression elements
and evaluates them. Many
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operations are defined in this
engine. 3D Graphics
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System Requirements For Mathmatix:

Minimum: OS: Windows XP
Processor: Pentium 4 @ 1.0 GHz
or equivalent Memory: 2 GB
RAM Graphics: Video Card: 256
MB RAM and DirectX 8.0
compatible (only for Apple II
(GOLD) version) Recommended:
OS: Windows 7 Processor: Core
i3, Core 2 Duo, Core 2 Quad or
equivalent Graphics: Video Card:
256 MB RAM and DirectX 8.0
compatible (only for Apple II
25 / 26
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